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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. The Rebate Bonus Promotion (the “Promotion”) is applicable to deposits equal or in excess of $100 (“Minimum
Deposit”) made between April 21 2014 until 30 September 2014 (“Bonus Period”) by existing and/or new & approved
clients that have opened accounts with Forextime Ltd (“FXTM”) or made within such other extended or reduced
period that the Company may, in its sole discretion, subject to, and without prejudice to, the Client accepting the
present Terms and Conditions prior to the deposit and all other Business Terms and Policies. Deposits made outside the
Bonus Period will not be eligible for the Rebate Bonus.

2. The Rebate Bonus is calculated on minimum deposits made by one client in one account within a period of 30
days during the Bonus Period.

3. The Client will receive a 200% Prepaid Rebate Bonus on the amount of each mi nim um deposits made by one
client in one account within a period of 30 days during the Bonus Period, up to a maximum of $10,000 which shall
be credited to the Clients account and used for trading purposes only.

4. FXTM shall have the right, at its absolute discretion, to extend the maximum amount payable to a Client, subject to
the Client depositing a minimum of $50.000 within a period of 30 days during the Bonus Period.

5. All Trading Terms must be completed within the Lots Calculation Period which shall be 30 (thirty) calendar days
from the date which the initial Rebate Bonus is credited to client’s trading account (hereinafter the “Lots
Calculation Period”).

6. Subject to the volume traded by the Client, the client shall receive $2 per full completed lot at the end of the Lots
Calculation Period. This payment will be deduced from the Prepaid Rebate Bonus credited in the Client’s account
and transferred to the Client’s balance amount at the end of the Lots Calculation Period. Only positions that were
open for more than 5 minutes will be eligible for the calculation of this payment. Once this amount is transferred at
the end of Lots Calculation Period to the Client balance, the amount will be freely available for the client’s use.

7. When the Client’s account reaches the point where Equity = Credit, the account will be stopped out. This will result
in all open positions being closed and the account becoming read only status. The Client must make further
deposits in order for FXTM to re-enable the account, and upon re-enabling of the account, the Client shall be
entitled to receive the Rebate Bonus, subject to the terms and conditions of the present being met.

8. Irrespective of the number of trading accounts that may be opened by a client with FXTM, the Promotion is
applicable for only one trading account opened by existing and/or new & approved clients of FXTM and into
which such client’s first Minimum Deposit is made within the Bonus Period.

9. The Rebate Bonus will be credited to your Account with FXTM within twenty-four (24) working hours after your
relevant deposit with FXTM has been made.

10. Transfers between accounts are not considered as initial deposits. Also, this Rebate Bonus cannot be transferred
between trading accounts with FXTM.

11. The Rebate Bonus is non-transferable and only the amount as set out in paragraph 5 above can be withdrawn by
the client only following successful completion of the Trading Terms at the end of the Lots Calculation Period. The
Rebate Bonus or any portion thereof cannot be withdrawn before the Trading Terms of the Promotion have been
satisfied and may be used for trading purposes only.

12. Introducing Brokers (I.B’s) of FXTM may participate in this Promotion, however 50% of the reimbursement paid to
the client from the Rebate Bonus will be deducted from any payment due to the IB as per their agreement with
FXTM.
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13. All Trading Terms must be completed within the Lots Calculation Period.
14. The Rebate Bonus is applicable to all CFDs (excluding CFD on shares), precious metals and commodity futures
only and applicable to MT4 Standard, MT4 Fixed Spread, CENT, MT4 ECN, ECN Zero and Amanah ECN Accounts.
Any changes shall be at the discretion of FXTM without any prior notice.

15. FXTM has the right to withdraw without prior notice the Rebate Bonus or profit gained if:
a) a breach of these Terms and Conditions occurs;
b) Upon expiration of the Promotion, the trading terms are not satisfied;
c) The Company has reasonably grounds to believe a misuse of the Rebate Bonus;
d) Client attempts to withdraw any part of the Rebate Bonus before satisfying the Trading Terms.
e) Client withdraws any amount of initial and/or any subsequent deposits.
f) FXTM has reasonable suspicion that the Client uses an expert advisor and takes advantage of the Promotion

16. FXTM will not be liable for any margin call or losses that you may suffer, including but not limited to losses due
to Stop-out Level, if the Rebate Bonus is withdrawn for any reason pursuant to the Terms and Conditions set out
herein. It is further hereby acknowledged and understood that the Rebate Bonus is applicable only on the
leverage and not on the margin.

17. FXTM reserves the right, as it in its sole discretion deems fit, to alter, amend, suspend, cancel or terminate the
Promotion, or any aspect of the Promotion, at any time and without any prior notice. Under no circumstances
shall FXTM be liable for any consequences of any alteration, amendment, suspension, cancelation or termination
of the Promotion.

18. Any indication or suspicion of fraud, manipulation, cash-back arbitrage, or other forms of deceitful or fraudulent
activity in a client’s account or multiple account with FXTM or otherwise related or connected to the Rebate
Bonus will nullify any and all transactions carried and/or profits or losses garnered therein. FXTM reserves the
right, at its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual that misuses or attempts to misuse the Promotion, or
breaches the present Terms and Conditions and/or any of FXTM’s Business Terms and to cancel all orders and
annul all profits of such client. In these circumstances, FXTM shall not be liable for any consequences of the bonus
cancelation.

19. In the event of any dispute or misinterpretation of the above applicable Terms and Conditions, such dispute or
misinterpretation shall be resolved as FXTM acting in good faith and as it shall, in its sole and absolute discretion,
deem fit and proper. FXTM’s decision shall be final and binding.

20. By participating in the Promotion, the Client acknowledges that has read and agreed to be bound by these terms
and conditions of the Promotion together with FXTM’s standard Customer Agreement and Operative Agreements
as well as to all other Business terms and conditions.

21. Notwithstanding the translated language of this document, the English wording shall be the binding version in
the event of any discrepancy between the two languages.
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